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Let´s learn from each other! Level 2

METHODS COLLECTION
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Introduction:
What happens when you have a group of dedicated, motivated teenagers on an international project who would like to further exchange experiences, meet and learn from each other? They organize a follow up project. So after Let´s learn from
each other! there was a Let´s learn from each other! level 2.
This time we focused on learning from ourselves and through hobbies we engage in.
Additionally to the two exchanges in the project, one taking place
in Slovenia, second in Latvia, we have organized a training for youth
workers. The aim of the training was to exchange skills and methods for working with youth with fewer opportunities and learn how
to use non-violent communication and theatre in our work.
All three activities were inspiring and part of a story we are motivated to continue!
What will you find in this collection of methods Level 2?
Collection of methods Level 2 is not just that, it also tells the flow,
the story of our project, of all three international activities and time
in between. With photos and videos which usually say more than
words. See for yourself. And think about joining us in the next edition! Let´s learn from each other is becoming a community, and
together we know we can learn more, feel more, rely on each
other and engage in activities internationally and locally together.
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Methods collection PART 1
Let´s learn from each other! Level 2
Youth exchange in Slovenia, Let´s learn from Each other! - Hobbies
Dates: 27th of July-1st of August 2015
Who: 25 young people from 5 different countries (Slovenia, Hungary, Latvia, Estonia, Italy)

About:
The focus of first exchange were hobbies and informal learning.
The programme was organized and carried out by the youths, in
this manner they gained project management skills and learned
how different hobbies, things we do in our free time can actually teach us a lot if we have the methods to learn how to learn.
In the last days of the exchange participants prepared project
ideas which will be implemented in time between the two exchanges, they will present the projects on the exchange in Latvia.

27.7.2015
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Day 1 - Monday
(arrival day)
On the arrival day people were getting to know the environment, taking the participants around
the place of the exchange, observing the beautiful surroundings and making them feel welcome
and secure. The participants prepared some food and then started with easy introduction activities.

Name game
Purpose:

Icebreaker.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		

People are standing or sitting in a circle. Everyone will have to say their name and
an adjective starting with the same letter as their name (example: Majestic Maja).
The first person only says their name and adjective (N&A), the second one repeats
the N&A from the first person and adds their own. The third person then repeats
the N&A of the first and second person and adds their own, and so on until the
circle is finished.

Materials:

/

Time: 		

10 - 20 minutes.

Candy game
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Purpose:

Icebreaker.

Description:
		
		
		

A big bag of individually wrapped candy is passed around the circle. Everyone can
take as many pieces of candy as they wish. After everyone has their candy you
reveal the ‘’secret’’. The number of pieces of candy each person took, equals to
the number of facts about themself they have to share with the group.

Materials:

Individually wrapped candies.

Time: 		

Depends on the sweet tooth of the group.

				
Purpose:

3 truths and a lie

Icebreaker, conversation starter.

Description: Everybody writes 3 true and one false fact about themselves on a sheet of pa		
per (or it can be colorful accessories made from paper). The participants then min		
gle and try to guess which of the facts about a person are true and which one is
		false.
Materials:

Paper (preferably colorful), some glue or tape and pens.

Time: 		
		

30 minutes - 1 hour and 30 minutes (10-20 minutes preparation of accessories and
facts, 20 minutes - 1 hour mingling).

Note:		
		
		

After the games, it would be nice to give the participants some free time to mingle, for example our participants had time to get to know each other informally,
chat around the fire and further on explore the environment.

28.7.2015
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Day 2 - Tuesday
Getting to know each other continued, establishing rules and a secure environment. Getting
to know the method of diary keeping, concept of identity, intercultural dialogue, together with
youthpass as a tool to assess and keep track of our learning from each other. Establishing
grounds for further work process.

Mindfulness minutes
Purpose:

Encouraging the mindfulness of the individual.

Description: This should be practiced every morning, so participants can track their progress.
		
First the leader of the excercise tells the group to close their eyes and relax. The
		
group should be led through some form of relaxation (example: colour relaxation)
		
or meditation (example: relaxing every part of the body gradually,..). After that, the
		
group should open their eyes. The leader then proceeds to ask the questions 		
		
below. Time for answering each question is about a minute, but can be longer if
		
the group expresses the wish. The whole time between two questions should be
		
spent writing, even if they have nothing to write, and should be encouraged to do
		so.
					Questions to ask the participants:
How am I feeling?
What am I missing?
What am I looking forward to?
Note to self
*These notes don’t need to be read out loud.
Materials:

Pens, notepads.

Time: 		

10 minutes.
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Needs - Wishes - Contributions

Purpose:
To find out what participants need, what they anticipate during the exchange 		
		
and what can they contribute to the exchange. Used usually at the beginning of a
		project.
Description:
		
		
		
		
		
		

3 post its and markers are distributed to each participant and they are instructed
to think together about the following things and write them down: needs, wishes
and contributions. On the “needs” post it, participants write about their needs for
the exchange to be a sucess. For “wishes” participants write their wishes about
participating on the exchange. For “contributions” participants write about what
they think they can contribute to the exchange, as individuals. When they finish
writing, post its are collected, taped onto flipchart and presented.

Materials:

Pens, flipchart paper, post-its.

Time: 		

30 minutes.

Note: 		
		
		

It is prefferable to carry out this activity after youthpass has been presented - as
an additional tool to assess and track the learning in order to deepen the experience of the whole project.
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Follow the hand
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Purpose:

Energizer, bonding.

Description:
		
		
		
		

The group divides into pairs. The idea is that one person’s face must follow the
other’s hand. The leader of the pair can move their hand freely and the partner
needs to follow to the best of his abilities. The game can be made more exciting
and interesting by making groups of three and have one person lead two people,
one face on the right hand and the other on the left hand.

Materials:

/

Time: 		

Approximately 20 minutes.

Ropes
Purpose:
		
		

It’s important that participants have ownership of the rules, so it is best if they
make them, and make them so, that they will agree with them. It is also a good
introduction to the style of workshops opposed to someone just having a lecture.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		
		

Participants are divided into 5 groups – one for each letter - by counting from 1 to
5 over and over (ones are in one group, twos in the second..). They are given the
explanation that we will establish rules together like weaving a safety net.
Each group finds a few rules or words representing them starting with their letter.
You discuss all the proposed rules and their meanings with the group and post
the agreed upon rules on a visible place. You can also use another word and 		
change the number of groups accordingly.

Materials:

Flipchart, marker, 5 sheets of paper, 5 pens.

Time: 		
		

40 minutes (30 minutes for introduction
and group work, 10 minutes for discussion).

Turn the blanket
Purpose:
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Energizer with emphasis on group dynamics and cooperation.

Description: You put a blanket on the floor and tell everybody to step on it. During the whole
		
exercise nobody can step off of the blanket. The goal is to turn the blanket over.
Materials:

Blanket (size depends on number of people, but they should be crowded on it).

Time:		

10 minutes - 1 hour.

Blind partner
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Purpose:

Trust building.

Description:
		
		
		

The group divides into pairs. First one of the pair closes their eyes or they can use
a blindfold and lets the other person lead them around the area. They can tell 		
them to touch things, but have to be carefull about possible obsacles and lead
their blind partner in a safe path. Then tey switch roles and repeat the excercise.

Materials:

/

Time: 		

10 minutes (5 minutes for each person in the pair).

Identity molecule
Purpose:
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This exercise promotes self-awareness. It tries to explain how our experiences 		
serve as filters to our view of the world. It is all about sharing and seeing how all
of the participants are different in some way or another.

Description: Give each participant a molecule sheet. Tell them to write their name in the mid
		
dle circle. Explain that they have to write 5 groups or descriptors they identify 		
		with.
		
Give every participant a post-it and tell him or her to copy their descriptors to it
		
without their names. Divide them into small groups of 3-5 people and have them
		
discuss the next questions:
		
- Explain why you see yourself this way.
		
- What are some positive experiences you have had with this aspect of your iden		tity?
		
- What are some difficult experiences you have had with this aspect of your identi		ty?
		
Discuss how they felt doing this exercise, if it was hard, if they discovered anything
		
new about themselves.
Materials:
		

A sheet of paper for each participant with the ‘’molecule’’ on it, 1 post-it per participant, 1 pen per participant.

Time: 		
		

Approximately 1 hour (10 minutes for writing into the molecule, 25 minutes for small
group discussion, 15 - 20 minutes for whole group discussion).
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Stand-ups

Purpose:
		
		
		

This activity follows Identity molecule. Through it participants rather quickly tell a
lot about themselves. Standing up forces them to self-identify with the descriptor.
It is also a good opening to a discussion about eagerness to disclose such information. Good way to start discussion on discrimination.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		

Instruct the participants to stand up when they hear a descriptor that they identify with. It does not need to be one that they wrote down. Remind them that it’s
their choice whether or not they disclose information. As the facilitator be careful
to choose a wide range of descriptors (the most common ones as well as the rare
ones). Discuss how they felt standing up when the group was big, how when it
was small. Ask why some people stood up even if they were alone.

Materials:
Flipchart with the descriptors from Identity molecule written on it, with the title
		We are...
Time: 		

Approximately 20 minutes (depends on time allotted for discussion).

Sculptures
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Purpose:

Energizer.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		

Participants are standing in a circle. The leader of the energizer asks for 6 volunteers (3 for statues and 3 for sculptors). Each sculptor guides his statue with his
hands to make the sculpture move into the position the sculptor desires. After the
sculpting is done, everyone takes a few moments to take in the beautiful art. The
statues then come to life and should be told to move in an interesting way. If 		
there are any more volounteers, the game continues.

Materials:

/

Time: 		

10 - 15 minutes (5 minutes for introduction, 2 minutes for each round of sculpting).

Note: 		
After a full day of exchanging, connecting, learning and having fun, participants 		
		
enjoyed some free time and prepared for the Slovenian, Hungarian and Italian na		tional evening.
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29.7.2015
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Day 3 - Wednesday
(survival day)
The morning started with reflection, energizer and few names remembering games. The rest
of the day was “survival day”, organized by the Slovenian team. The aim was to present the
hobbies connected to real time and imaginary survival techniques (making fire, knots, airsoft,
self-defense). Photos speak for themselves.

Group juggle
Purpose:

Remembering and practicing new names.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

The group forms a circle. The leader explains the instructions and then says the
name of the person he is going to throw the ball to, and throws it. The recipient
of the ball then says the name of the next person who is going to catch the ball
and so forth. The game goes on for one round, in the second round two new balls
get introduced in a short interval. The game is played for an additional round or
two. If the group is very big, you can ask all participants to raise their hands in the
first round and lower it when they receive the ball. In this way we can all see who
are the people who still did not receive the ball.

Materials:

Three different balls or other objects for throwing.

Time: 		

30 minutes, can be changed.

Magic mushrooms
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Purpose:

Energizer.

Description: Everybody stands in a circle and the leader of the energizer explains that everbody
		
should pick a person, but they can’t tell who they chose. The goal of 			
		
the game is to run three circles around the person you have chosen, which 		
		
is made hard er with general chaos. When you have run three circles around your
		
chosen person you have to squat and yell, as loud as you can,
		MAGIC MUSHROOM!!
Materials:

/

Time: 		

10 minutes.

Survival day
Purpose:

Get to know the survival hobbies.

Description: The group was divided into smaller groups; different groups explored the survival
		
techniques together and made movies and photos of the activities.
Here you can see the video footage of the day:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ypQyYYDbK4&index=5&list=PL0xzEPLpnWdO49nUjkHsQc0tThTrYHTLE
							Link to video here!

20
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After building up survival skills, participants were resting and later enjoyed the Estonian and
Latvian national evening.

30.7.2015
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Day 4 - Thursday
(Show, tell and try out! - hobbies day)
Open Space is a method for convening groups around a specific topic or task or importance
and giving them responsibility for creating both their own agenda and experience. Participants
carried out different workshops, presenting their hobbies - such as cycling, improvisation, observing people’s behavior, presentation of Poppycock union, hulahooping, just to name a few.
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In the evening there was an optional workshop which some of the participants took. The aim
was to open space for sharing and storytelling and this was achieved with the help of the Take
a step forward method. This is a well-known method. Please read more about it here:
http://www.eycb.coe.int/compass/en/pdf/2_38.pdf.
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31.7.2015

Day 5 - Friday
GEOSS adventure park, trip to Litija and competences mapping was the plan for Friday, but
since not everything always goes by plan, this changed a bit. We took the morning to do some
games and then took a longer time in GEOSS Adventure Park where we were building our trust
and team building skills.. Competences mapping was postponed on Saturday.

Ultimate ninja
Purpose:

Energizer.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		

Players begin in a circle, standing at arms-length, and then take turns striking ninja
poses and engaging each other in ultimate ninja combat.The goal is to eliminate
other players by slapping their hands. During your turn, you can move your entire
body in one fluid motion to attack or position yourself defensively. When some		
one attacks you can move in one fluid motion to avoid getting slapped (jump 		
away, move your arm,..).

Materials:

/

Time:		

Depends on size of the group.

Trip to the GEOSS adventure park.
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1.8.2015
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Day 6 - Saturday
(departure day)
Last day, but knowing we will meet in a month again in Latvia, made it super exciting and not
at all sad. The morning was dedicated to competences mapping- discussing what we learned
and how can we connect this to the 8 youthpass competences. And the larger morning part
was dedicated to planning projects, which will be carried out during both exchanges.

Projects debate
Purpose:
		

Encourage participants to carry out a project till exchange in Latvia and think 		
about all the aspects while planning a project.

Description: Participants form groups freely and debate about future projects, while focusing
		
on answers on five specific questions: Who? What? Where? Why? When? How?
		
The projects are then presented to the rest of the participants, which then by 		
		
voting pick the one project they liked most and they try to carry it out in a set
		time frame.
Materials:

A4 paper/flipchart posters, pens/markers.

Time: 		
90 minutes (60 minutes for brainstorming and project writing, 30 minutes for pres		entations).
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Projects planned were:
1. Dividing sandwiches and food on the street to homeless people.
2. Pasting poetry on the streets to raise the cultural expression- Budapest, Riga, Ljubljana.
3. Helping in an animal shelter.
4. Pasting guerilla posters encouraging action- where people can write their thoughts.

Let’s see how they end up, when in Latvia.
For the end:

Riding on a pony
Purpose:

Energizer.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

The participants form a circle, everybody sings:” I am riding on a pony, riding on
a big fat pony, I am riding on a pony and this is what he told me” meanwhile 		
two people are singing and dancing inside the circle going around all the partici-		
pants. When the part of the song is over, the two people on the inside stop at
the people that comes next and start dancing macarena with them singing the
second verse which goes: Front to front to front my baby, side to side to side my
baby, back to back to back my baby, this is how he told me”, the others clap 		
hand while singing. After they finish the second line, the people that were 		
chosen by the “insiders” join them on the inside of the circle, and we keep singing
until everyone is inside and sings a whole verse 1.

Materials:

/

Time:

Approximately 15 minutes.
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Methods collection PART 2
Let´s learn from each other! Level 2
Youth exchange in Latvia, Let´s learn from Each other! Let´s learn from yourself!
Dates: 18th of August-23rd of August 2015
Who: 25 young people from 5 different countries (Slovenia, Hungary, Latvia, Estonia, Italy)

About:
In Latvia we upgraded our knowledge with the help from
each other and learned with what we already know and shared
the experieces we already have, but which might not be visible at first sight. We were flowing through topics of motivation,
leadership, teamwork and self-knowledge. And discovered that
we actually already know a lot and together we can acomplish
something more.
We also presented projects we did inbetween the two exchanges, cried a lot in the end and decided, that we will definitely
work and learn together again. Methods collection was prepared by the Latvian team and in this way resembles their way
of presenting the process and methods used.

18.08.2016
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Day 1 - Tuesday
(arrival day)

It’s not easy to look good while you’re learning
Purpose:

To encourage participants not to be afraid of being unusual or silly in pictures.

Description: For each participant we organized a short photo session. This action helped him/her
to be more openminded and enabled a better focus on what is happening during the following week,
rather than act the right image. In this photos participants only encouraged others to be different.
More important than how you look is what you are doing and how you are feeling. They have chosen
the most silly photo of each participant and printed it out.
Materials:

Camera, Printer.

Time: 		

Approximately 10 minutes for each participant.

Spider Web
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Purpose:

Evaluation.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		
		

We used yarn on the wall which we set up in a big spider web. Participants have the
opportunity to choose and later change the location on the web. To find your 		
location one should reflect on the extent to which he/she is involved in the ongoing process, watched from the sidelines, which participants have the closest contact. Using this
method, you can also ask participants to put themselves where they would be found
during the day and in the middle of a debate - whether it has succeeded, to what extent. If not, then why.

Materials:

10 meters of cord or yarn.

Time: 		
		

30 minutes to make a spider web and 15 minutes for each participant to choose 		
another place for their photo.

19.08
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Day 2 - Wednesday
Early walk
Purpose:

Getting to know each other.

Description: Every morning, each participant needs to find someone they know the least 		
and go with him/her for a 15 minute long walk. During the walk the participants 		
will get to know each other better. Topic can be set for all participants, for exam-		
ple dreams, the big gest fears, the most amazing adventure etc. The alternative 		
is that participants are allowed to choose the topic of the conversation by them		
selves. The participants need to choose another partner for the walk 				
every morning.
Materials:

/

Time: 		

15 minutes.

Memories or associations about Slovenia
Purpose:

Teambuilding.

Description: Participants pass the ball to each other and say short keywords of what they 		
		
remember about a certain event or project, they aready did together, in this case
		
the youth exchange in Slovenia. Everyone needs to have a chance to express 		
		themselves.
Materials:

A ball.

Time:		

20 minutes.

Drawing Rules
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Purpose:

Setting ground rules.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		

Each participant draws one rule, whichever he thinks that needs to be noticed 		
during the exchange. Since it is only possible is to draw one rule, it is important to
choose the most important one. Then participants vote for the most 			
important rules. Each participant has a post-it so he/she can vote for the most
important / best rule (except your own). In the results we have 5-7 rules, which we
present in form of a poster on the wall during the exchange.

Materials:

Pencils, markers, paper, a large sheet, post-its for votes.

Time: 		

30 minutes.

The circle and lap
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Purpose:

Energizer or teambuilding.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		

Participants sit on their respective chairs which are arranged in a circle. After head
alignment, for example, by saying that all the players who have blond hair, transfer to the left. All participants who have blond hair, transfer to the left (next to
the sitter’s lap). The remaining free seats are removed. After that all participants
who have a ring, transfer as well. This will continue until all participants are sitting
in each other’s laps.

Materials:

25 seats.

Time: 		

20 minutes.

Hobbies - Discussion
Purpose:

Brainstorming.

Description: We divide the participants into 4 groups. The groups discuss and write answers to
		
four questions from a flipchart:
1. What is a hobby? (Or you need to do it regularly, or it is just a free time spending, or
you definitely need a passion to make it a hobby?)
2. What are the hobbies of the group members?
3. Which hobbies would you like to try?
4. Why haven`t you tried it yet?
		
Afterwards the groups shortly present their posters to the others and elaborate
		
on what they talked about previously.
Materials:

Pencils, pens, A1 paper sheets.

Time: 		

1 hour.

Be Focused
Purpose:
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Orientation event.

Description: Territory exploration game with different types of tasks. The participants are divid		
ed into 4 groups. The tasks include: group building tasks, jigsaws, creative tasks,
		
strengthening communication skills tasks. Group member who speak in Latvian,
		
don’t converse with the locals in Latvian. Some of the tasks:
• Find the hidden object, all the participants need to take a photo with it;
• At the next object they need to read Latvian fairy tales and record it on video.
• Find out who is the village’s most remarkable man.
• Find the most beautiful buildings in the village, (collectively agree that it is).
• Need to find a tree, which will possibly carry all the members of the group who need to
climb it.
		
The total number of tasks - 20, the approximate length of 6km route.
Materials:

Phones for photography and filming.

Time: 		

2 hours and 30 minutes.

Note:
		

After all groups have returned, it is desirable to discuss which tasks were difficult,
interesting, unnecessary etc.

Traditional games
Purpuse:

Exploring cultural differences.

Description: All national groups were required to produce games that are most popular in their
		
own countries and are played by youths on a daily basis.
Materials:

Depends on the selected games, balls, chalk, etc...

Time:

1 to 2 hours.

20.08.2015
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Day 3 - Thursday
Hike with tasks (10 km)
Purpose: Teambuilding.
The hike is divided into tasks that expand for exactly 1 kilometer. In each kilometer participants
get another task.
Here are some of the tasks:

1st task:

Eye lacing.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		

The group walks in a line, all holding on to one common cord. At first, their eyes
are blindfolded, only 5 participants can see, but after a while each gets tied 		
to someone else, while the sight remains only to the first person who then leads
the whole group. Every time someone gets his eyes tied, it increases the 		
team leader’s responsibility for the safety of the other participants and slows 		
down the pace of walking.

Materials:

Rope aprox. 25 meters, 24 bandages.

2nd task: Eye lacing pairs.
Description:
		
		
		
		
		
Materials:

One person in the pair can see and leads the other one, who is blindfolded, at 		
hand. The leader is taking responsibility, and the other has a chance to under		
stand how it is able to trust, how can he trust, he can ask to change the 		
pace of walking, ask for an additional description of where they are, how safe it is
etc. It is desirable that this activity is done in the yard, where you can place obstacles. Halfway participants change places.
12 bandages.

3rd task: Kilometer of Silence.
Description:
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The participants can not talk to anyone in the group, but need to try to under stand for themselves what they are thinking about and what they are feel-		
ing through this kilometer. Afterwards the participants have a short discussion: if it
was easy? anyone who agrees can share what he/she was thinking at that time.

4th task: Tie over.
Description:
		
		
		
		
		

Participants form pairs splitting using “Atomic”. It is a method where the group of
participants gets divided by 3, then again all the groups by 4, 2, 6, 5 and the last
time divided by 2. The couples then remain together for the next km.
The pair of participants has their legs tied together. To get forward they need a
harmonized rate and step length. The better they connect to each other and 		
co-operate, the easier it is to walk this kilometer.

5th task: The presentation of home countries using sand sculptures.
Description: During the kilometer members of each country must choose the way to represent
		
their countries using whatever natural materials they can find. After the kilometer
		
they have 20 minutes to build the sculpture.
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6th task: Craziest adventure.
Description: During the kilometer, the participants need to think about what is the most crazi		
est or bravefull thing they did. After the walked kilometer, participants share their
		stories.
Time: 		
3 minutes for each participant.

Unserious Olympic Games
Purpose:
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Teambuilding

Description: Competition is held in three disciplines (equal opportunities for all participants in
		
any of these tasks, there are no physical strength advantages).
• Towel volleyball - it is played on an actual volleyball field. Unlike ordinary volleyball, the participants play in pairs, and they throw the ball, but for catching only towels can be used.
• Football with a big fitness ball. Playing as a rule, only use a large fitness ball, which is usually
pretty unpredictable after the strike going in all directions.
• Relay (with money searching the sand, jumping in sacks, newspapers carrying between the
legs).
Materials:

6 towels, big ball, newspapers, bowl with sand, coins, bags for jumping.

Time: 		

2 hours.
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8.21.2016

Day 4 - Friday
(The trip to Riga)

My story of Riga
Description:
		
		
		
		

A participant of the national, in this case Latvian group, prepares a walk through
the capitol, in this case Riga, he/she includes only those items that are somehow
important or interesting to him/her. The route may exclude typical tourist 		
routes and destinations. It is important to have an explanation why each place
chosen is interesting and remained in memory.

Time: 		

2 hours.

Flashmob
Description: The participants (except the leaders) agreed on certain rules - that they all go 		
		
on straight when they hear a certain word, all the participants had to lie down at
		
the Freedom Monument.
Objective:
Conversation and reflection, how to handle this situation. Group leaders have 3 		
		options:
			
1) to continue to walk to the next agreed place,
			
2) wait and see what happens next,
			
3) join the participants,
			
4) or to lie.

Meeting with KKC and Gheto Games
We scheduled to meet with the representatives of the Latvian active in youth movements (arts
and culture, sports, especially involved street children and young people) who shortly introduced
themselves and their projects, after which we had an informal afternoon of getting to know
each other.

22.08.2016
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Day 5 - Saturday
Presentations of small projects
Participants in Slovenia were divided into small groups in order to joointly implement small projects before the journey to Latvia.
Materials:

Computer, projector.

Time:

15 minutes per group.

The presented projects:
1. Dividing sandwiches and food on the street to homeless people.
2. Helping in an animal shelter.
Both projects were a success, see video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F9qDSXwJbV8.
3. Pasting poetry on the streets to raise the cultural expression- Budapest, Riga, Ljubljana.
4. Pasting guerilla posters to encouraging action- where people can write their thoughts.
Projects were good; on some occasions, however the posters were not checked in order to assess the impact. We later elaborated on what it really means to evaluate the project and how
to use the lessons learned later on.

Farewell event
Description: A celebration with masks. Participants could optionally use face-painting instead of
		masks.
“Farewell” – During the activity the participants get a A4 sheet pinned to their back. The other
		
participants can write all the good things happened in these days to them.
Materials:

A4 sheets, pens, pencils, felt-tip pens, body-paints.
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23.8.2016

Day 6 - Sunday
(Departure day)1

Evaluation
Final evaluation was done in the circle (4 degrees). The closer a participant stands to the middle
of the circle, the more positive score, if he/she stands further it is more negative. Participants’
evaluation was carried out on the following criteria: Social (catering, accommodation), organizational questions (how clear, understandable, logical), event management, participation (active
participation?).

Future projects
Description: Participants were divided into groups to discuss potential project themes for the
		
coming year. What would the participants like to do together in future?
		
Group members shared their own ideas, because in this case it is good to work
		
together, people with simmilar interests, not national groups. It is desirable to re		
flect - where? what activities? what are the needs? Afterwards the group presents
		their ideas.
The ideas presented were:
1. Fork with it: cooking, eating, traditional food, a different chef for each meal.
2. Mixology: about music, artists presentation, making instruments, concert at the end of
		the exchange.
3. Cuddling camp + massage.
4. International blind people exchange, for seeing people and blind people, to learn 		
		
from each other.
5. Helping homeless people, experiencing homelessness for 4 out of 5 days, ½ homeless, ½
		
not, then the participants change.
6. Drama camp, interactive games, improvisation, problem solving.
7. Making own programmes.
Time:

30min.
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Method´s collection PART 3
Let´s learn from each other! Level 2
Training for youth workers in Slovenia, Let´s learn from Each other!
Dates: 4th of september-9th of September 2015
Who: 22 youthworkers from 11 different countries (Slovenia, Hungary, Latvia, Estonia, Italy, Macedonia, Romania, Greece, Croatia, Poland, Spain)

About:
The seminar was prepared for youth workers who work with
youth on daily basis, including youths with fewer opportunities.
Our methods are diverse, but then again the majority of them
is extremely useful for application in our organizations. With this
in mind, we decided to organize this seminar together, that we
could exchange methods we use in our work with youths and
learn how to additionally apply theater of the oppressed techniques and nonviolent communication methodology. In this way
we will grow in skills and connections and consequently our organizations.
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4.9.2015

Day 1 - Friday
(arrival day)

The cocktail party
Purpose:
		

Get to know each other, break the ice. Suitable for first evenings on longer trainings or seminars.

Description:
1.
Prepare the room, put markers, scissors, coloured paper on few tables, dress up in
		
a paper made cocktail dress and start recieving guests or explaining the first stage.
2.
Tell everyone who comes or is already there to make a dress for themselves since
		
they are entering a cocktail party and show them to tables with materials. They
		
have to create a dress or accessory to wear (can be just a tie, bowtie, paper 		
		
bracelet etc.) and write on it two truths and one lie about themselves and then
		
mingle and exchange and guess truth/lies from others. Leave them to mingle for
		
at least 20-30 min.
3.
After app 30 min sit on a cocktail chair in the middle and give an introduction 		
		
speech. Something like: Welcome everyone, as you see today we have prepared
		
a special cocktail party, in order for you to get to know each other a bit more, 		
		
before starting with some serious work :-)- But we do have one problem... as you
		
see the food is not here yet, ok there are pizzas, but only pizzas on a cocktail par
		
ty are boring, right? And the booze is not here yet. The delivery man got lost in
		
the woods... but we are expecting him a bit later. So I have a task for you!
		
Divide people in groups of 4-6, they should divide themselves, but, in each group
		
there should be one person from each nationality present. In this groups they have
		
to come up with a cocktail food menu, consisting of at least 3 appetizers, 3 main
		
dishes and 3 deserts, with prices. But there is one rule! Each dish should on first
		
place consist somebodys name from the group and have all first letters the same.
		
For example, for dessert we will have Tina´s tipsy truffels, or for the main dish, Ju
		
re´s juicy jellyfish. Use your imagination and lets see what we will eat today! (give
		
each group an a3 paper and markers) Leave the groups to work for 10-20min.
4.
After they finish their menus, ask them to all stand up, and each group should tell
		
you one speciality they would recommend from their menu, and then tape the
		
menus on a wall for everyone to see.
5.
Tell them something like this: Ok, now the cocktail party is really starting, so lets
		
get beautiful (with your tandem trainer, imitate like he or she is a mirror and she
		
or he imitates every move you make, for example putting on a lipstick, making 		
		
your hairstyle, getting dressed etc. Instruct others to find pairs and do the 		
		same.
		
The love song in your native languages (let them talk for 2-3 minutes).
6.
And then sit on a cocktail chair again and say something like: Ok now we are 		
		
ready to meet some more new people. To do that we will use a method of speed
		
dating. Your goal now is to find your date for 8 pm, 9 pm, 10 pm and 11 pm (you
		
can add one more hour if there is more people). Three, two, one, go! (give small 		
		
papers and pens to participants, now participants have some minutes to 		
		
find dates for each hour, look around and start explaining the next step when 		
		
you see all have their dates, if someone is without a date, encourage triplets, so
		
dates of three people at once.

7.
Sit again comfortly on a cocktail chair and continue with the next step:
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Ok, now I see you all have your dates.
Its 8 pm and you are meeting with your first date. Your topic to talk about is: 		
		
When I was young, I wanted to be...(let them talk for 2 - 3 minutes).
(sit on the chair again). Its 9 pm and you are meeting with your next date. Your
		
topic to talk about is: My role model is... (let them talk for 2 - 3 minutes).
Its 10 pm and you are meeting with your next date. Your topic to talk about is: I
		
broke the rules... (let them talk for 2 - 3 minutes).
Its 11pm and you are meeting with your next date. You should learn a dance from
		
each other and try it out. (let them talk for 2 - 3 minutes).
Its 12pm and you are meeting with you last date... and it is getting really tense. You
		
should sing eachother a love song in your native languages. (let them talk for 2 - 3
		minutes).
After the last date you say: “Ok, the drinks are here, you have met some people, let the real
cocktail party begin! (have someone prepare the drinks and additional snacks between the last
speed date of the participants)
Materials:
		
		

Something for the area/room decoration, a poster with cocktail party written on,
4 - 6 A3 papers, markers, coloured A4 papers, scissors, bigger posters/flipchart paper for guest recievers/waitresses dresses.

Time:		

60-90 minutes.
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5.9.2015

Day 2 - Saturday
(intro and my identity as a trainer)
Last night was a blast, and the energy was high up on the second day. The day was dedicated
to logistical things, setting up the frame, additional team building and reflection about Who am I
as a youth worker, what is my inner and outer identity?

Journaling - L.O.V.E.
Purpose:

To track our learning, dream, relax and embrace with meditation.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		

This method was used every day in the morning, to start with reflecting on our
learning, anticipating the day, observing our moods and surroundings and medi-		
tating. Each letter of the acronym LOVE, represents one activity. We start with L What have I learned today? Continue with O - Observe, what do I feel?, then V Visualize - Imagine the day ahead, what have I learned today? and finally E - embrace; short meditation technique is practiced.

Materials:

Diaries, for participants to answer questions, pencils.

Time:

max 10 minutes.

The evolution game
Purpose:

To energize and have fun.

Description: Participants start on the lowest of the evolutionary scale - chicken. They imitate
		
the animal and play rock, paper, and scissor with another chicken in order to see
		
who evolves to the next stage. The leader prepares 5 different evolutionary stages.

		
And then to the next one. The rule is you can only play the game with the
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exact kind of animal. The evolution follows like this: chicken, dog, gorilla, human,
		alien.
Materials:

/

Time:

10 minutes.

Round of names
Purpose:

To get to know each other.

Description: Every participant tells his or her name, where he/she comes from and one inter		
esting thing about themselves.
Materials:

/

Time:

15 minutes.

Introduction
Purpose:

Getting to know the team, the place and revise the Aims of the training.

Description: In this part we presented the hosting team, the graphic facilitator, the cooks, the
		
photographers. We revised the aims of the training and we presented the history
		
of the place where the training was to participants. The schedule was presented.
Materials:

/

Time:

30 minutes.
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Personal profile preparation
Purpose:

Getting to know each other, building a secure atmosphere of trust.

Description: The trainer writes a set of topics on the flipchart and shows them one by one		
participants have their papers and pens prepared and for each topic they for an		
other pair where they interview each other on the topic and write for the other.
		
The topics we used were:
1.
My name and meaning.
2.
My profile photo.
3.
Organization I come from + short description.
4.
What do I do in my life.
5.
What is my dream.
6.
What makes me happy.
Materials:

Colorful papers and pens.

Time:

30 minutes.

Needs and offers
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Purpose:

Exchange on what we need and can offer.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

We ask the participants to firstly write what they need on this seminar on the
post-its and then add their names to each of their needs; it can be anything, 		
totally connected to the aims and topic of the training or not at all. They are 		
invited to paste the post-its on the poster. In the second round, they think 		
about what they can offer to others. Similarly, they write each offer on separate
poster with their names on and paste it on the poster. After they are finished we
invite them to the poster in order to identify the persons that can offer them 		
what they need and vice versa.

Materials:

Post its, pens.

Time:		

20 minutes.

Expectations
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Purpose:

Identify our expectations towards the training.

Description:
		
		
		

We ask the participants to write their expectations, either on post-its or in smaller
groups on A4 papers and then present it to the whole group. Our graphic facilitator at the end summarized the expectations on a poster so that they were with
us the whole seminar on a visible place.

Materials:

Post-its, pens.

Time:		

20 minutes.

Atom game
Purpose:

Explore the things we have in common.

Description:
		
		
		
		

Ask the participants to form groups of atoms according to different identificators.
For example: by the color of their eyes, or by the field of their work and so on. Discussion on what it means to be in a big group where lots of people share your interest ir part of identity, and what it means to be in a smaller group or alone, how
does it feel?

Materials:

/

Time:		

10 - 15 minutes.

Concentric circles
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Purpose:
		
		
		

The purpose of this activity is to provide a structure for participants to discuss
issues concerning identity, prejudice and discrimination. Responses are brief and
partners keep changing, so at the end of the activity, each participant will have
made a personal connection with a number of people.

Description:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Tell participants the purpose of the activity. Divide them in one outer and one 		
inner circle. Each person should be facing another person from the opposite circle.
Let participants know that you will be asking a certain number of questions after
which each pair will have 2 minutes to respond to the question. Tell them you will
signal when 1 minute is over by saying Change! At which time the talking partner
becomes the listener. The listener should not interrupt the speaker. When 2 minutes are over you will signal Rotate! As the signal for the outer circle to rotate 1
person to the left. Ask as many questions as you see fit for the topic you are covering. When the process is completed, ask participants to return to their seats and
lead a discussion with the whole group.

Discussion questions:
How did it feel to share this personal information about yourself with different partners?
Without naming the person, what did someone do that made you feel being listened to?
Was anything you heard surprising or new to you?
Some questions may have been more difficult to answer than others. Which questions were
particularly hard for you to respond to? Why do you think that was so? Which questions did
you particularly enjoy answering?
What, if anything, did you learn from this activity?
Materials:

List of concentric circle questions (for the facilitator only).

Some examples:
Share one thing about your first and last name.
What is your favorite holiday and why?
How do you feel when you hear somebody speaking a language other than your native tongue?
Share with your partner one stereotype that disturbs you about your racial, religious or ethnic
group.
Share with your partner one prejudice you learned while growing up.
Time:

30-60 minutes.

Note:

Written based on EPTO’s manual for peer trainers.

Identity molecules and stand ups
Note:

Already described on page 12 and 13.
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We rescheduled the trip to Ljubljana on today, there we met with Ibrahim who took us around
and gave us a quick tour. Later on we went for dinner and spent some time informally.

6.9.2015
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Day 3 - Sunday
(forum theatre day)
Sunday was dedicated to getting to know and practicing Forum Theater. Gyuri from Ephebus
introduced us to the methodology and how to use it in our work.
We shared the manual, from which Gyuri was sourcing and adapting methods with the participants. Here you can find how the activities followed each other so that we build up the process
to the point of being able to participate and carry out the forum theatre piece. Please find the
detailed description of separate activities here:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4hUkplS1WlNVTFUQ2xkbkFxelE/view
Morning activities:
1) Say your name like me.
2) Dance like me.
3) Shepard game.
4) Hypnosis (in chain).
5) Block him (circle and one blocker in the middle - cross the circle).
Image theatre:
6) sculpture and clay (make a sculpture).
7) A and B (walk and make sculptures in pairs).
8) make an sculpture from yourself about an oppressor.
9) status pictures (make a higher/lower status than the other).
10) situation with handlifting (hand up-high status, hand down-low status).

Afternoon activities:
1) Write, tell a story about a conflict situation.
2) Choose one, make 2 pictures about it (before, after).
3) show it to others (if I touch your shoulder say what your character thinks or feels now).
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4) choose one, analize (characters next movements, small change in picture to solve the conflict,
put in a new character to solve the conflict).
5) concentrate to 2 character (antagonist+protagonist) - rainbow of desire (sculptures and sentences about inner feelings).
6) hot chair game (answer from your character).
7) forum theatre piece.

In the evening, we participated in a photobooth and later on spent some informal
time together, presenting our associations,
our work.

The aim of the photobooth was to think
about the things we have so far learnt from
each other and had fun while doing it, to
tell the world that its actually easy!
Find some of the photos below.
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7.9.2015

Day 4 – Monday
(connective communication day)
Non violent communication or connective communication and emphatic listening should be the
basis of our work with youths with fewer opportunities. In order to get to know the methodology in depth, we invited Jaka Kovač, trainer of connective communication, to guide us through
this field. The methods/exercises we will present here are copy pasted from a manual he composed and which was shared with all the participants of the training.
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Exceptional communication experience
1. Remember a situation when you had a really good and deep dialogue with another per
		
son (you felt connected, you were both satisfied on the end…).
		
Please describe the situation (who you were talking to, when and where hap		
		
pened, what was the topic …).
2. Why you chose this conversation, what was special about it? What elements and quali
		
ties were present that made the conversation so satisfying?

Disconnecting language:
- diagnosing, labeling, judging (you are rude, lazy, arrogant…).
- blaming/accusing (he started, I haven’t done anything and you became violent, it’s your fault…).
- evaluating and punishing (I did my best, but he didn’t do anything so I’ll stop trying as well…).
- demanding (I want you to clean your room!, you should respect me more!, get me the report
until 5pm!…).
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Connecting language:
- empathic listening.
- observation (what do I see and hear, without interpretation).
- honestly expressing your feelings (how does your behavior influences me - without thoughts
and accusation).
- expressing your needs (not strategies).
- request, invitation (not demands).

Self-empathy
1. Choose a situation from your past when you did or say something (or didn’t do or say
		
nothing and you think you should) because of what you are still blaming yourself
		
or feel guilt. Describe what you did:
2. Which disconnecting thoughts about yourself are coming out when you think about
		
that situation? How you evaluate or judge yourself? What do you demand from
		yourself?
3. How do you feel now when you remember that situation?
4. Follow those feelings till you find needs underneath them and try to connect with 		
		
them. Which needs of yours did you try to satisfy in that moment? What longing
		
was present in you in that moment and is still alive in you now?
5. Try to find one or two needs that you think are most relevant. Connect with them. It
		
doesn’t matter if they are satisfied or not, just try to feel them fully and breathe
		
with them. Where in your body can you feel them? Let her get alive and embrace
		her.
6. How do you see the whole situation now? How do you feel now

Preparation for non-violent communication response
1. Choose a situation in which somebody is not behaving in a way that is meeting your
		
needs. Describe what he/she does or says:
2. Write down your response in 4 steps:
		
a) When I see, hear… (observation without interpretation, judgements – as it would
			
be seen on camera)
		
b) …I feel…
		
c) …because I need/ wish/ value…
		
d) …I would like/appreciate that you…
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Resources:
- Center for non-violent communication (www.cnvc.org)
- workbooks of Robert Kržišnik and Marjeta Novak (NVC trainers, Humus d.o.o., www.humus.si)
- Non-violent communication, Language of life, Marshal B. Rosenberg
- Jaka Kovač, Connective communication in youth work

In the evening, we made plans for the following day - peer forum day. Where participants presented and shared the methods they find useful in working with youths.
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8.9.2015

Day 5 – Tuesday
(peer forum day)
Finally! We were super excited to start with the peer forum day. We made the division of workshops, dedicated the evaluators and present the guidelines for evaluations based on nonviolent
communication methodology.

Marinela and Bojan’s workshop
Title: 		

Social right in an envelope

Group:

Max 20 participants .

Time:		

1 hour.

Difficulty:

Low.
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Aim: 		
Raising awareness about access to social human rights for vulnerable groups in the
		society.
Objectives: To provide space for participants to reflect on social rights and their accessibility
		
to all social groups To introduce the difference between concepts of equality and
		equity Comments.
Materials:

Paper, markers, envelopes, colored paper, scissors, tape, photos.

Description:
		- Introduction [10 min] The facilitator begins a short brainstorming session on hu		
man rights in order to ensure equal level of understanding of the term for par-		
		
ticipants. He/she writes the brainstormed terms on a flipchart, and circles the 		
		
ones which are social rights.
		- Group work: Creation [10 min] Participants are divided in four small groups. They
		
receive a photo of a person glued on the top of a flipchart with the following in		
struction: to make up their own story about the person through discussion based
		
on the photo (ex. Who is the person, what age is he/she, what are his/hers inter
		
ests, personal background). They write down this story on the flipchart.
While the groups are making the stories, facilitators arrange the room sticking an enve
lope in four different corners of the room and setting five chairs for the participants 		
around it. In each of the envelopes there is one social right written on a paper:
1) Right to education.
2) Right to health services.
3) Right of non-discrimination.
4) Right of housing.
		- Group work: exploration [20min] When groups finish the first task, the facilitator
		
sends each of the group in a corner to continue writing the story with the in-		
		
struction to discuss how ‘their’ person enjoys the social right in that envelope (ex.
		
Are there any obstacles the person is facing towards enjoying this right, any specif		
ic opportunities connected to this right etc.).
Five minutes later each group receives one statement containing an obstacle that the
person they received faced on the way to accessing a certain social right.
Examples of statements to use:
- The person has immigrated illegally in their current place of living because of a war con		
flict in his origin country.
- The person was forced to follow education in a language he/she does not understand.
- The person is a gender equality activist often being bullied because of his sexual orien		tation.
- The person is avoided and ignored by the community it becomes known that he/she
		has AIDS.
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Every five minutes, groups move to the next corner in clockwise direction, continuing to 		
fill the profile of the person on the photo in the flipchart.
		- Presenting work to the group: [10 min] After each group has visited every corner
		
they all introduce their character to the other participants.
		- Discussion [20 min] The facilitator urges participants to reflect on social rights
		
and their accessibility to vulnerable social groups, as well as introducing the terms
		
of equality and equity and how they differ.
Evaluation:
		
		

The facilitator asks the participants to express their thoughts and share how they
feel about how accessible social rights truly are in their societies when it comes to
less privileged social groups.

Hanna’s workshop
Title:		

Body percussion

The workshop focused on using your body as a tool to make rhythm and sound and in this
way relax and have fun. Hanna presented different short techniques we could use, find the list
of similar ones here:
http://www.bodypercussionclassroom.com/lesson-plans.html
Also take a look at the video from Hanna´s workshop here:
		https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oV3JWpPMlk&list=PL0xzEPLpnWdO49nUjkHsQc0tThTrYHTLE&index=1

Martin’s workshop
Title:		
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The X & Y game

Rules:
•
The title of this activity is “Win as Much as You Can.”
•
There are three key rules:
o
You are not to confer with other groups unless you are given specific permission to do
so. This prohibition applies to nonverbal as well as verbal communication.
o
Each group must agree upon a single choice for each round.
o
You are to ensure that the other groups do not know your group’s choice until you are
instructed to reveal it.
•
There are 10 rounds to this exercise. During first round your group gets 90 seconds
		
and on all the other rounds your group will have 30 seconds to mark your choice
		
for the round.
Scoring:
1) Each group will choose between the options of X and Y.
2) The following table illustrates the scoring system for each round:
		
Possible Outcomes		
4 Xs (Each group chooses “X”)
3 Xs (Three groups choose “X”)
1 Y (One group chooses “Y”)
2 Xs (Two groups choose “X”)
2 Ys (Two groups choose “X”)
1 X (One group chooses “X”)
3 Ys (Three groups choose “Y”)
Each “Y” gets -10 point.
4 Ys (Each group chooses “Y”)

Enjoy the game!

Scoring Results
Each group gets -10 point,
Each “X” gets +10 point, The

“Y” gets -30 points.

Each “X” gets +20 points, Each “Y” gets -20 points
The “X” gets +30 points
Each group gets +10 point
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Luca’s workshop
Title:

Contact improvisation workshop

Luca introduced us to contact improvisation as a means to relax the body and realese the fear
of connecting.
You can read more on what contact improvisation is here:
http://www.bodyresearch.org/contact-improvisation/fundamentals-of-contact-improvisation/
And see the video from the workshop which will give you a better idea on what we did here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPm3-3fP2xg&list=PL0xzEPLpnWdO49nUjkHsQc0tThTrYHTLE&index=2

Giorgio’s workshop
Title:

Psychodrama

Giorigio introduced us to psychodrama, since it was more of a guided discussion with short exercise, we will not add any particular method presentation!
You can read more about psychodrama here:
http://www.goodtherapy.org/learn-about-therapy/types/psychodrama

Eri’s workshop
Title:

Eye contact workshop

Time: 		

5 - 20 minutes.
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Description: There are two lines of people looking at each other.
		
Each person has a pair. At the beggining, they have a small distance between 		
		
them. After some minutes they come so close thatt heir feet touch the others.
		
Then, they touch their hands without looking. Some minutes later, they step back
		while looking.
		
They have a deep breath. End of exercise.
Purpose:
		

The first part helps people to look deep into their partner. To look into their soul
through their eyes. We know each othe rbut we never look into others...

In this exercise you can discover how much experience does your partner have in being with
other people. That in the end we all have the same fear. We are affraid of reallybeing with others.
Some will find it really akward ,others are going to laugh.. .it’s natural...it’s the first time of sharing connection without talking.
Outcomes:
		
		
		
		
		

From this exercise, you can feel and create a connection with another human 		
being. You can overcome the fear of being with others. At the same time, you can
realise that your fear is the same than someone elses.
You can build the trust between two people only by looking.
You can exercise how is it to be with someone, to look someone with talking. Suprisingly you will hear many things.
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Argyro’s workshop
Title:		
Time:
Materials:

Contact Improvisation - ”Tableauvivant”
30 minutes or more.
/

Ideal group size: 20+ (requires an even number).
Age range:

16+

Purpose:
This game improves the physical balance, through contact improvisation and coop		eration.
Description:
1. Each person lies on the floor, next to his partner. Partner A starts moving in a very 		
		
slow motion, while partner B is motionless. Whenever Partner B feels ready, he 		
		
says “STOP” & then Partner A has to freeze immediately. Following this, Partner B
		
starts his slow motion, until Partner A (who is motionless) says “STOP” etc.
2. When each couple stands up, they try to involve with other couples, until they could
		
form a mass. In this mass everyone can switch partners.
Outcomes:
		
		

The person has the time to notice every part of his body and control even the
smallest movements. The cooperation is also important in this game, because the
person is able to notice his partners movements and helps him balance.

From this game, I got to understand, that I can do it myself, but with the help from another
person it is much easier to stand up, together, supporting each other.
Please see the video of the workshop here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MSR_JTElrZM&index=3&list=PL0xzEPLpnWdO49nUjkHsQc0tThTrYHTLE

Aiga and Liva’s workshop
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Title and Purpose: Teambuilding
They presented a few team building games that we can use with youths in order to break
the ice and start smoothly with the programme, please see vast descriptions of teambuilding
games here:
http://www.serviceandinclusion.org/conf/HSHT-Team-Building-Ice-Breaker-Manual-2008-09.pdf.

The day was nearly done, the only thing waiting for us was the farewell event, which we had in
front of the fire, where we shared the things that made this training awesome and expressed
gratitude and appreciation to each other. Nothing tells how happy we were more than a group
hug.
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9.9.2016

Day 6 - Wednesday
(follow ups, evaluation and departure day)
Brainstorming on follow ups gave us some ideas on what to do next:
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Circle evaluation
Purpose:

To evaluate the process.

Description:
		
		
		
		

Each person was invited to tell about things he or she is grateful for, which happened on this training. As a support in this process you can put different abstract
photos on the ground in order to recall memories. Participants then each walk 		
around and choose one photo which represent what they want to say and they
say it in a circle later on.

Materials:

/

Time:

20 minutes.
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Conclusion
Here you can find the video from all three activities of the project:
				https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bhrIs2AmE9o
We believe that lives are changed, paths are transformed and learning is reassessed on exchanges and trainings such as Let´s learn from each other! Level 2. With great group dynamics, motivated participants, supportive and natural environment and good input and practice you have
a recipe for a very successful activity which resonates with participants long after it’s finished.
And this is the case, you cannot measure impact quantitatively, and even qualitatively it can
yield results only after some time, after digestion, or with certain triggers that come from your
own environment which make you remember what you learned and experienced… We have
stayed in touch with most of the participants present on the activities; with some of them we
are planning follow up projects. But I believe there is no better way to conclude and to present
what an impact such a project can have on you in a longer period of time, than sharing the
story of one of the participants- Eri Pavlaki. Thank you Eri, for being prepared to share this publicly.
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Letter from Eri-on 13th of July 2016:
Tinaaaaaa!!!! How are dear!!! How is your life??? I would like to tell you some things about my life
after your project “Let’s learn from each other”...and I would like to thank you so much....
So when I came over there during a self-development process for me...I wasn’t a youth worker
such as I am now...and I hated camping...I didn’t had any connection with nature!
Your training was a challenge to me....and my first one...so I was opened...I kept working myself
with some self-development seminars....but I realized the impact of your training in my life....after
6-8 months!!! So....
-in November I became a Youth Worker!!! I am the founder of a volunteer team called “I am still
a Child” which offers company to children they live in special houses without their parents...they
are abused, abandoned or orphanages. We play with them, discuss, listen!! Something like a
friend mentor! We visit them in a monthly programme and we have also outdoor activities such
as excursion to nature, Christmas party, race run, carnival!!
We are 45 volunteers, 100 friends of our action and we help 100 children in my hometown!! We
have been the facilitator for donations in food or clothes almost 5000 euros!!
From the beginning I am using and I transmit to our volunteer the knowledge I had during your
project! Theatrical lessons and games!! Empathic listening! Different games if Non Formal Education!! Creativity!! Team building! During your project I found out I am creative!! I have a rhythm! I
can feel music or sing!! All that gave me self-confidence and a new aspect for life!
- It was my first camping since I was 8 years old in a camping!! Sleeping in tents!! Ooohhh I remember myself I couldn’t even sit on the grass without a mattress or put out my shoes...when
I came back...I just wanted to be close to nature...to mountains!! I couldn’t help it!! So I started
exploring mountains alone...like crazy...and then I decides to attend a winter hiking school ...and
then a climbing school...so since December I am in mountains!!!! Being one with nature!! I was
staying in mountains for one or two nights....I could see the stars....the beauty of my island! The
sea all around Crete!!a whole new world started for me....!!! New friends!! Experiences!! I want to
feel earth!! And every week I am skipping civilization to get close to nature!! Thank you so much
for that!! Everything started in your camp
-after that.....I felt that I wanted to found my center...inside me....we had a small experience of
meditation during training....! Now I am meditating often!!! I also had a seminar for energy as a
pranic healer!!
- I was looking after this experience another training like that ...I was so inspired by this training...
so now...I just came back from another training in Poland....it was “Youth Management for Youth
Development” !!! I am not going to tell you all the additional skills from it...but I will tell you that
during the programme I had so many ideas because I had experienced the previous of yours!! I
could create games, be creative, invent new ones, show to everyone whatever I wanted through
a non-formal way!! for ex our country presentation as a theatrical scene!! I could improvise so
easily!! I could feel the rhythm at once!! I remember during project in Slovenia took me a while
to feel the music...thank you so much
- The most amazing thing is that in this last training I learned how to apply and implement my
idea for a project funded by EU!!! And I would like to tell you that I am going to apply for a project in October!! The inspiration of my idea is coming from my experience in Litija so thank you!!
So a camp in nature!!! A six day Training for Youth Workers from all fields! Age 22-65!! We have
yoga, meditation and gongs every morning and night! Tools of non-formal education, theater
lessons, nonviolent communication and psychodrama!! I would like to invite you in this!!!!! I would
like also your partnership as an organization!!
I would like to thank sweet person for all......for your role in my life....
Many kisses!!!
Eri Pavlaki
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Cooperating organizations:
Klub litijskih in šmarskih študentov, Slovenia
Associazione di Promozione Sociale Joint, Italy
Latvian Foster Family Organisation, Latvia
Seiklejate Vennaskond, Estonia
Ephebus Kulturális Közhasznú Egyesület, Hungary
Grupo de Desarrollo Rural Valle del Guadalhorce, Spain
be pART, Greece
Asociatia Psihologilor Profesionisti din Romania, Romania
Raplection, Croatia
Officine Cittadine, Italy
Association Streets Festival, Macedonia
Centrum Wolontariatu w Kielcach, Poland
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